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The Vision
A Hawai‘i where quality, 
timely data guides how we 
respond to our pressing 
challenges.

hawaiidata.org

Better Data
What is happening?

Better 
Information
Why is it happening?

Better 
Decisions
What actions should 
we take (if any)?

Better
Outcomes
Did our actions have the 
expected outcomes?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We exist because we think that how we come together to use data to improve outcomes for individuals, families and communities mattersTo us, its not about the data, its about co-creating with partners a thriving data ecosystem that supports our work at all levels



What Holds Us Back

Very little timely, local data to support 
responses to household in need

Overreliance on lagging and generalized 
federal/national data sources

Limited data capacities across stake-
holders to gain and share data insights

hawaiidata.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I think many would agree that the relevance of our mission couldn’t have been any more apparent than during the pandemicThe pandemic taught us a lot about data in Hawaii very quicklyNot just data for COVID, but post economic shock



Data Capacity Support
Data Systems

Understand organizations’ business model and pain points to 
recommend the best sustainable solution that meets their 
needs.

Data Strategy Streamline internal data processes to better align with the 
communities and people service-providing organizations serve.

Data Analysis & 
Reporting

Co-create and execute analysis plans, format data for 
reporting, and present insights through dashboards, while also 
providing training.

Data Collection Advise on planning, development, tools, formats, etc. when 
organizations need to collect new data.

Modeling Leverage existing data to project forward interventions or test 
scenarios that could have wide-reaching impacts.



A Shared Aspiration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mission and Value aligned (overlap)Most often than not, our collaborations start with non-data support; create the conditions that will enable better data practices�Aligned partnerships are typically those in which the organization...• Engages in activities that provide direct support to households in need;• Seeks to build sustained data capacities;• Desires to use data to increase their impacts and/or the impacts of others working to support Hawaii households.Overlap = data strategy



How We Move Forward

Working alongside 
community partners 
across sectors to make 
data meaningful for 
moving Hawai'i forward.

hawaiidata.org

Timely data for programmatic
and policy decisions

Platforms/networks for
data sharing insight

Data capacities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
End on levels



Government Key Informant 
Interviews
• Seek to learn from government leaders
• Unique opportunity to identify common 

data themes
• 5 months, 32 individuals



Common Themes
• Theme 1: Leaders in government are often 
unable to act on data aspirations

• Theme 2: Government data sharing challenges 
are not always technical in nature

• Theme 3: Broadly recognized that data 
capacities and culture change go hand in hand

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Beyond technical capacity, many leaders shared a sense of:Risk aversionPerception their data quality isn’t of good enough quality to shareConstant change in department leadershipInadequate standardized data governanceLack of data culture



Next Steps
• Source of continuity for positive momentum
• Support government’s efforts to improve:

• Data capacities 
• Data sharing
• Data utilization

• Continue learning and creating partnerships
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